Rank and File To Vote On Wage Reduction.

UNIVESAL REAL 'Crime' Of Vanetti

Ideas, Not Murder

By T. Y. Woods.

The National Convention of Ex-Soldiers.

The Philadelphia Red Raids.

Would Put Aliens In Leash

Secretary of Labor: Workmen should not be used for the benefit of big business.

The National Convention of Ex-Soldiers.

The City of Brooklyn was the scene of a large demonstration this morning. The Red Brotherhood of Workmen, while trying to organize, was broken up by the police. The demonstration was held at the YMCA building, but was broken up by the police.

The Philadelphia Red Raids.

The Convention of ex-soldiers was held at the Blue Front Cafe.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE of the AGRICULTURAL TAX
By N. T. ZINN

INTRODUCTION
The question of the Agricultural Tax at the present moment is one that cannot be avoided but is the subject of considerable discussion. This is entirely due to the fact that the war has brought about a certain number of questions of policy under the present reconstruction. It will be all the more necessary to consider this point from the standpoint of the government, because in order to understand the basic cause of the present crisis, we must turn to the question of agricultural taxation. For, as a matter of fact, the whole situation is in a state of flux.

The power is now in America and I have heard, as far as I can understand it, it is in the hands of the government. The government is the one that has taken over the control of agriculture in the United States.

The present situation is the worst state of affairs of our federal government. If, for example, the government could now be in control of one of the states, then we must consider the effect that these changes will have on the present situation.

THE PRESENT ECONOMIC POSITION OF THE STATE

[From a pamphlet published in 1919]

DOUBT AND DUBIOUS PHRASES OF STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE
By GEORGE BOYD

D. A. W.

“personal estate is abolished,”

DOUBT AND DUBIOUS PHRASES OF STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE

[Continued from page 1]
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(Continued from page 1)

prominent for twenty years, the late Mr. van der Donk was a man of many accomplishments and a force in local and national affairs.

The late Mr. van der Donk was a man who had a great impact on the community and was a respected figure in local and national politics. His contributions and achievements will be remembered for many years to come.
Wita, Tacticians and Communism.

James Cossit, one of the editors of the New York Call, official organ of the Socialist Party and Reaction, is establishing himself as a tactician and wit. Recent issues of the Call Magazine have added to their usual supply of gags and jokes, a comic supplement which the Call's editor assembles and issues as a weekly feature. Not that Call intentionally entered the struggle as a partisan, but the Call's editor, like other editors of Call's ilk, is quite a partisan himself in his use of popular satirical machines.
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The Call's editor and his associates have been using nationalistic tactics for the purpose of dealing with those who have been using nationalistic tactics.

The tactics of the Call's editor have not been without their results. There have been some internecine struggles, but these have been successfully avoided. The Call's editor has shown great skill in the use of his tactics, and it is to be hoped that he will continue to use them.

The Call's editor and his associates have not been without their failures. There have been some losses, but these have been made up for by the successes of their tactics. The Call's editor has shown great courage in the use of his tactics, and it is to be hoped that he will continue to use them.
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